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museums, these chairs and chaises longues offer

what the art looks like but how it's used. The important thing is to find a place for art, not

who in failing to recognize the works as art simpl

around their bodies, adapting their forms to it, using it as the occasion to strike an attitude,

occasion, cheap second-hand "oriental" carpets, o
fabric . For Rest at Dia, West has devised a new s
which his collaborator Gilbert Bretterbauer has s
dark-light contrast was provoked by the site, by it
cultural ones, and not least its preferred sartorial
of the urban rooftop, West's .couche s provide an i
form of the Dan Graham pavilion nearby and the

or seemingly nonchalently moulding papier-mache, West produced modestly scaled
sculpture with white surfaces guaranteed soon to become grimy and unhygienic. Far from
the purist Minimalist aesthetic, which had recently prevailed in sculptural discourse in
international circles, they were equally removed from Aktionismus, the dominant ethos of
West's native Vienna during his years as a student. Soon atrophied into sclerotic reiteration, this performance-based coterie prompted West to devise a way of making art where
the audience became the active agent, rather than the passive receptacle of a spectacle
orchestrated by the artist and his cohorts, as was the case with the older generation .

lack . So go ahead . . ." 4

that could be variously oriented depending on the will or whim of the beholder . Pieces in
this way gravitated from their makeshift pedestals to sites on the gallery walls or were

production of welded furniture comprising discarded filigree rebars. Stark and rudimentary

artist. The former contributed to the introduction of color into his art, the latter led to the

and then with several volunteer novices who sought to work with the by now renowned

work as he began to engage in a series of collaborative projects with a number of artists

placing his work proved preliminary to West's renouncing sole authorship of certain other

certainly never to intervene in curatorial decisions . Relinquishing definitive control over the

nate works generally proved irresistible to viewers long conditioned never to touch and

optimal presentation. The temptation to participate in the installation of these indetermi-

repositioned according to different sight lines or in relation to the viewers' notions of

somehow wanting, unfulfilled. Without this lovin
or elegance you will modulate at your own discret

After the Paflstucke, West began making sculpture that could inhabit a variety of sites, and

"Without this active reception," West said on an e

Subsequent developments in West's art have capi
couches, extending their slyly witty functionality

rapidly applying plaster to filigree struts, or winding bandages onto a metal infrastructure,

adopt a pose or take a stance, aware always that there never could be perfect unison. By

artists, West's increasingly speaks to two audienc
conceptual strategies and art-historical lineage un

one of these ungainly forms with rough, faux-clumsy surfaces, they could then wind it

seats designed by Scott Burton in the 1980s.2 Lik

interactive and performative . In an early body of works known as Paflstucke (Fitting
Pieces), visitors to the exhibition were invited to manipulate the objects. Having picked up

sprawling sixties ethos, and the highly elegant yet

For the past fifteen years Franz West has consequently been making art that is variously

where between the casual informality of John Ch

the gallery or for watching the passing parade. W

fingers of those who whiled away their time readi

" ... this is the art of today, lying down on the bed looking up into space . It doesn ' t matter
1

seats with newspaper, which left traces on the clo

environment, he doesn't just produce work from the other side," West avers, continuing ,

a description.''

in form, these benches, chairs, and tables gave litt
determining their structures. The nonchalance of

" ... [I want] to be able to step into it, to sit on it, lie on it...The artist lives in a social

WEST

"I want the artwork to be real, not like a dream or a movie," Franz West recently stated :

Rest

FRANZ

